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In the wake of the stolen Presidential Election of 2020, it became 
exceedingly obvious to any honest person that the vast majority of voter 
fraud occurred in BLUE counties with unusually large black populations. 
It was equally clear that much of the on-site fraud was perpetrated by 
blacks, as well. 
 
For the DNC to use blacks to execute their voter fraud schemes was a 
clever idea: crime statistics demonstrate that most blacks are about as 
amoral as any "demographic" could possibly be, and most blacks are 
only too willing to steal anything that isn't bolted down and doesn't 
require much effort.  
 
The DNC clearly recognized long ago that gutless Republicans have been 
intimidated into ignoring "Democrat" voter fraud for decades, owing to 
their irrational fear of being called "racist" by "Democrats" and the Jews' 
Media. Thus, they have routinely ignored "Democrat" voter fraud and  
have done absolutely nothing to mitigate it in 50 years.   
 
The phenomenon of "Democrats" using race as a weapon to disarm 
their political rivals prompted me to consider other contexts in which 
race has been used as a weapon to generate traitorous public policies 
that benefit blacks while disadvantaging everyone else. Not 
surprisingly, this tactic goes on in a variety of contexts.    
 
For example, the overwhelmingly black inmate populations in county 
jails and state prisons has inspired many "Democrat" officials to oppose 
cash bail and even campaign against the very practice of incarcerating 
criminals. Blacks commit more than two-thirds of all violent crimes in the 



U.S. each year -- and more than 90% of all murders -- which SHOULD 
explain those racial disparities in the inmate populations of most county 
jails and state prisons. Here, the demonstrable criminality of blacks is, 
itself,  used as an argument to justify granting them greater leniency in 
sentencing, probation or parole! 
  
Likewise, the usual suspects reflexively litigate against states requiring 
photo IDs to vote. The DNC, its race-hustlers and its professional liars 
argue that blacks have greater difficulty obtaining photo IDs from state 
or local governments than whites do, and that such stringent 
requirements unconstitutionally discourage black voter turnout. Yet, 
blacks  have no such difficulty producing photo IDs to purchase liquor 
or obtain welfare benefits.  Moreover, most blacks seem able to vote 
early and often, since voter turnout in predominately black areas 
always exceeds the number of legal-age voters by 20% to 25%.   
 
Moreover, profound disparities in academic achievement exist between 
whites and blacks, which are shamelessly cited as proof of "systemic and 
institutionalized racism." This prompts calls for billions more in remedial 
efforts that only continue to widen the academic achievement gap. Here, 
black disinterest in education, lower IQs and lack of aptitude for 
academics has been allowed to become a rationale for endless 
remedial programs and throwing enormous amounts of additional 
funding at terrible black-run schools in BLUE cities. 
 
The same phenomenon occurs with regard to income. The profound 15-
point average IQ disparity favoring whites over blacks is the primary 
reason for greater wealth among whites. Yet, race-hustlers attribute 
economic disparities to "systemic racism." This argument is used to 
justify endless welfare benefits, "entitlements," race-quotas and 
"reparations" for blacks. Yet, income disparities between whites and 
blacks are inevitable so long as the vast majority of blacks choose 
welfare and crime as careers, and sleep through 12 years of free public 



schooling. Most also tend  to spend their wealth childishly, rather than 
save or invest it. "Bling" or expensive rims are much preferred to 
savings or intelligent investing.  
 
Similarly, the greater susceptibility of blacks to the COVID-19 virus was 
cited by race-hustlers and those promoting nationalized healthcare as 
proof that blacks receive inadequate health care. It was also used as an 
excuse to mandate forced immunizations in many BLUE areas. Of course, 
anyone with a brain knows that blacks are more susceptible to COVID-
19 because they are more likely to be over-weight, have a greater 
incidence of diabetes and hypertension, they smoke more, they drink 
more, they use drugs more, and they are more cavalier about hygiene.  
  
Finally, because blacks breed so irresponsibly, their illegitimacy rate in 
the U.S. is more than two-thirds of all live, black births and over 90% in 
large, urban areas. In fact, blacks have become synonymous with 
illegitimacy and bastardy in America. Single-parent homes with unwed 
mothers and an absent father is a significant reason black juveniles make 
such poor life choices and begin lives of crime. Yet, there's an entire 
movement consisting of race-hustlers and apologists for black failure 
who routinely denounce whites and Asians for this "system of 
oppression."  
 
These charlatans refer to married, two-parent homes as examples of 
"family privilege" and "white supremacism," which they want to 
dismantle in the name of "racial justice." THERE IS EVEN A PROVISION 
IN BIDEN'S ABSURDLY-NAMED 'Build Back Better' legislation TO 
IMPOSE A "MARRIAGE TAX" IN ORDER TO PENALIZE MARRIED 
COUPLES AND DISCOURAGE MARRIAGE.  
 
Once again, it is the demonstrable failings of blacks that are cited by 
race-hustlers and their enablers as the rationale for granting blacks 
special privileges or for disadvantaging others. These are predicated on 



the failure of most blacks to observe conventional standards of conduct 
and behavior that have been demanded by civilized societies 
throughout recorded history. This inevitably encourages declining 
standards of behavior among an angry and envious minority, much too 
prone to violence and other societal malignancies. 
 
 
 


